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Chapter Ie Introdu~E. 

~ In this report we investigate the propagation-charact.eristics 

of ferrite plates of several millimeters thickness, placed 
I 

• 

transversely in a rectangular waveguide. 

N We assume that a transverse static 

magnetic field H is applied to the 

ferrite plat€ according to fig. 1. 

Sharpe & Heim [I] , Bresler [ 2] and 

IJewin [ 3 J already attacked the problem 

of a free transverse ferri te-air 

boundary-plane in a rectangular waveguide. After setting up an 

integral equation for the E-field in the discontinuity-plane 

they derived an expression for the equivalent reactance of the 

interface, assuming that in tbe air-filled waveguide only the 

dominant ~O-mode can propagate. 

Our proble.m is a natural extension of their work. 

Here we have two interfaces, each of them eXCl ting higher 

waveguide-modes in both directions. As a result of the interfaces being 

so close together, the higher (damped) modes will interfere, thus 

complicating the picture. 

In the folloV',ing we pre sent equi va] ent nE:twork-configurations 

for the ferrite plate in the waveguidp, accounting for the above 

mentioned interaction of the first two higher modes. From the 

computational results it is seen that for plates with thickness 

~ 3 rom the interaction of modffi with order higher than three 
is not significant. 

The analysis is concluded with the computation of the reflection

co~ffici~nt as a function of the static magnetic field H for plates 

of Ferroxcube IV-E with thickness varying from 3 to 9 mm. These 

the oretical rasul t8 ~;il] be comparl';'d \/'Ii th those of experiments. 

. '-.--... --~-----~. 
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Chapter II. ~finition_...£L!':3..uj~..n~ trQnsml!>s~onlines_ 

Even and odd exci-tation. 

h As a starting-point for our equivalent networkrepresantations 

we want to define transmissionline-currents and -voltages for 

the dominant mode in theair~filled and ferrite-filled parts 

of the waveguide. 

If ~e assume time-depertce 

accordtng to -exp( }wt) we can 

write for th~ transverse 

components of the incident 

H
10

-mode (see fig. 2): 
(I) 

ll) . TI x - 0. z 
Ey "" SIn tJ,. -e. (z<-1.) 

. ( . v~) 
1 IlL) y'J. TIx' -()I Z. 
i"1 =- SlYl- e x ! <A 

. -it 
As usual, we omit the COllu:non factor {,}W • 

As discussed by Epstein *) the interfaces at "Z::: ± L will only 

exci te Hno-modes, so the raf1e cted components for 7. < -..t can 

be wri tten: 

C (r) 
L- \1 

I 

In (1) to (3) we have 
0) 

(I) ,{" 

y", :0 ~t" 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

E'rOID now on we suppose that the static magnetic field H is sufficiently 

strong (~~ 1000rstedt) so that the ferrite is saturated. Then 

we can v.ri te for the tenaor-p6rm€;a bili ty of the ferrite 

Lu-1 = (;: : }:j 
J .'. J 0 

-JK 0 r 
*) P.S. Epstein, "Theory of Wave-Prop_ in a Gyromagn. Medium. 

Rev.Mod. Phys.vol.28, Jan. 1956 



with 

in which 

M· 1 1-:-: = '\ 
J\ 

~ (, met~;>r t' . 
I· - - 0 'Z'l. x [0 A -= gyr oma.c:n. ra ~ a . 

- I sec I::;.> 

He; = magnetisation at satura·tion. 

(4) 

In the ferrite we have a series of modified RnO-modes in both 

directions. For the transverse components the following expressions 

d . hI *) are er1 va E;: C<:) (1..) 

('1:) ~._ . nTI;( - 0'1' T. 

{ 

[Y =L I n Sin 0... e-
n I • (2.\ 

+ z-direction = ~) -J Z 
t-\ ~"() = :>-In [ VI tv1 Co S (): x. - 'Y n Z S i h n:xJ.e. n 

(5) 

l'\ = I 

.. -direction { (~ 
'J(2.) . f\rTX] 11'1 

+ ) (l s\ 11 0... fL . 

,( 6) 

n~1 

where 

In the air-filled p&rts of the waveguide we now define transmission

line currents lCz) and voltages Y(z) wi th respect to the fundamental mode , 
as follows (see (1) to (3»: 

(7) 

~) A.A.Th.M. v. Trier. Appl. Sci.Res. B-3, 1953 page 335 
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At first sisht such aV-j definition seems not possible in 

connection with (5) and (6) for the ferrite platt~. However, 

the cosinus-term in H'~ and H'V does not contribute to the x x 
PGyntingvector integrated over th~ crossection of the ~aveguid€. 

(-1 <z <1.) 
(8) 

is phySically meaningful. Using this transmissionline definitions, 

as a result of the necessary continuity of Hx the cos-term in Hx' 
arising from the ferri te-anisotropy, \":i11 govern the interfac€

reactance, (see also lit.[1]). 

We now pay attention to the character of.the equivalent network Gf 

the. ferri te.-plate in the waveguide. The form of the obstacle and 

the direction of th~ static magnetic field H ensure that the two

port network ~ill be symmetrical and reciprocal. So two parameters, 

and LIz' are sufficient to describe the behaviour of the. network. 

+ From fig. 3 we see that the following 

relations are vilid: 

VI ;::: L1IJ \ - 7'1.1 2. 

y~ = Zlt'J - Z ] 
<.. I II Z. 

(9) 

The complex voltages VI and Vz correspond to the Ny fields in the 
interfaces according to thE definitions (7) or (8). We realize that 

the interface-electric fields E are linear dependent on II and 
y *) 

12 (see (9» and can formally be written 

(10) 

Now we distinguish between even and odd excitation. 

In case of even excitation we have VI = V2 so fr,om (9): 11= - 12 

*) see also J.W. Miles. Froe. I.R.E.; Oct. 1946, p. 732 
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In this case 1:; is an even function of z around z ::: 0, while the y . 
part of fix associated with I is an odd funotion of z around z = o. 
From (9) we see that for even exoitation 

Odd excitation oorresponds to VI = - V2 and,from (9) II = 12 " 
So E is an odd function of z around z =0 and the part of H 

y x 
ass~ciated with I is an even function of z around z ::: o. 
A Is 0 fr om (9): 

~= 

The interface-electric fields are expressable as follows (with 

reference to (10»: 

even exci tati.on: 

odd excitation: 

The expressions(13) 

e e 
[y,~~;z) = 'JI(~) C-1,fX) 

))(:z) = J,cz.) [o(x) 
'n.2 1.1 

are very convenient for our purpose. 

In the next chapter '\II.!e will see that it is possible to derive 

integral-equations for the distribution-funct;ions Se(x) and ((X) 

assuming even or odd excitation respectively. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) . 

The solutionsof these integral-equations, applied in the relation (11) 

and (12), will lead to the expressions for the elements 211 ~nd 212 
of the eqUivalent network for the ferrite plate. 
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Chapter 111.- Integral~eguati?ps for E-field distribution in the 

boundary -pla ne s . 

We are now prepared to derive integral-equations for the boundary

E-field, considering even- and odd excitation respectively. 

a. Even eX,ci tatj.-E.!!' 
In this case the E-field-distribution 

in the interfaces are completely 

identical. So·we may restrict to 

r=-1L:t.4 

function of z. 

the interface at z = - 1 and must 

keep in mind that E is an even 
y 

Ifor -t<.-z(l we can write: 
~ 

ret) ~T . NTl( b ('I.) • 

ky := L n <;1 V) -;;::- COSh 0" Z. 
1\: I . 

\ I (\) I""" [. !lIT\( 1 (2.) y. (2.). flliK . 1 (2) J 
H - T ",M CoS - CO')tiY 1.. + Sln- SInh ljYl Z. 

(14) 
X - l'\ 0.. V'" 11 (I.,. 

h=1 

and for z. <-1. : 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

The required continuity of H for z = - 1 gives! 

{ Y(i) y,t~ yl')n - o~\f.} . TiX l"o.....,... U h \.'2)/1 IIlTK - .e. + T'L -e. Sin - I h 1"1 cos V t Cc,s-, -
. ' 'I a.. n (JfI 0.. 
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Referring to the definitions (7) and (8) Gf equivalent currents and 

ql 
_ '/~T (OSh v(V~ +yW t't,( 

1 \ I Q 1 . I . 

For the interface - E -field for even excitation we can write y 
(see (14»: 

This. is a Fourier-series in ¢ viii th co~fficHfnts 
1T 

(19) 

~cosh~~l ~~ )E(¥)Sif\\'\4d~ (20) 
o 

Introducing a distri buti on-function S~~) according to \ (13) 

t~(4,-1) ~ 1J-Q)t(1) 
We then find with (11) and (20): 

. 'I- (2) IT 

Z . _'(XX\_;t~V)=- lCO">~l{.(=g,.(G1.,,/)Sjn~J.). (21) 
'\ +7\2. - ~ ,;+ Iz! -l' 'J 'j 11) 'f T 

I 1.'_~ \ u 

After substituting (20) and (21) in (19) and rearranging terms we 

find the following integral-equation for th€Ey-field distribution

function at the interface in case of even excitation: 
e QO 1T' 

. - { 1 - ~ l)cx.!X~-t¥ 'l'l J >In? < M dW -;I.("y,~~%t,}le)Jt(.fis;n,r'5;nn+J~' (22) 
TU, 
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b. Odd excita~ipn~ 

The derivation of the integral-equation is identical with that 

of the even excitation-case so we can suffice with a brief 

exposition. 

In the air-filled part (z.<-t ) we again can vJrite (15) for 

the transverse fie1dcompdnents. 

However J in thE' ferrj te-fi 11 ed part (- £ < i < 1 ) we now write: 
trl L'- . NTX' . \ (2) E . _ T SIVl - SIYII1 VnZ 
Y - " a.. 1]1 
h:I' (23) 

(t) ~ _ (2) )..2.) \ \'1.). ) 
-Hx ::::: L I ",(nM (oS n:x Sir'\h'6",Z + Yn ~o';n OhL. SIn n:>< 

h" 

The 

. (24) 

of H for z = - 1 now gives 
x Q)1. <><> 

2Y(').e. if, ) sin n;= ~~n ~ cos Q <;inh '6~)x. + 

+1,y:')Sinlr~ (DSh?~~ +/-(T~'f~~os~ lJ~~+ Tr,y~'~i()h¥~~)SiY) n~>< 

The continuity 

(-y;)~ s'lnh y' 
rh2 

Defining currents as .in the even excitation-case and substituting 

results in 

(25) 

with 

for z = - 1 we may write for (23) 
<:x> 

EOC~) =- - 2:=~sinh 'a~\e.sin n~ ,...:, 
giving .r'ourier-cofafficients: 

" 
tih o~J~ =~ ) 'CC1jSih r-4 Jrj (26) 

<.i 



'. 

-. 

- 9 -

Introducing again a distribution-function according to (13) 

We find from (12) 

(27) 

With (26) and (27) the following integral-equation arises from (25): 

(28) 
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Chapter, Iy .' Solution to the integra l-eg.ua ti ons • 

Expressions for Zll and Z12" -
It is possible to obtain solutions to the integral-equations 

,I." JC(~)' <.,( e,' I d / 
~ 'siY)~ = M o.cf> - ~ ~ J E(4')5ir.n~Sinr.t cf (29) 

, n~2 

with ¢ e = _ ~ ~_ ~ y,\"4( X\t\~t~ l:t} 

¢o =' _ {~ _} y~2~Xi\\~ccth ~~)1} 

under certain presuppositions. 

(30) 

This presuppositions are connected with the account for higher-order 

mode-interaction in the ferrite. 

If we neglect this interaction completely, then in fact the interfaces 

are "free" and the solution of (29) in this approximation must 

ul timately lead to interface-reactances as derived by 1ewin [3 ] • 
In part A we investigate this case. In part ~ we give expressions 

for 211 and '£'12' derived from (29), containing corrections which account 

for interaction of the first two highp.r-order-modes in the ferrite. 

a. Neglectirg interaction of higher-order-modes. 

We assume in this part that in the ferrite-filled and in the air

filled part of the waveguide only the fundamental mode can propagate. 
1'2 

Consequently en' = real for Y\ ~ 2 

No interaction between higher-order-modes means that these higher

order-modes, excited at one interface, are practically damped out 

at the other interface. 
(flO 

This is the case for On{, suffici~ntly large (h ~ 2) 

Neglecting higher-order-mod-e - interaction 

integral-equations (29) we have to put 

-\-,.,L (~)n .l-h (Z)A 1 
0" Y Yl.( ~ COl yt) -t ~ -I 

thus means that in the 



- 11 -

So we get 

(31) 

with 

We substitute for 'o'n (VI:;' 1) a quasi-static" approxima ti on. 

In fact we put 

With this approximation we can write 
(I) Q.} • 1 / 11 i !) 

1", + Yt\ ;; - ~I'\n wit'n k:::: a.w (f/ Fe 
The integral-equations become after substitution: 

i'tinr = N df/f +"-}{,k'h f G(¢'J 5"~<f'~'n"fd~' 
Wernake the summation complete and use (21) and (27) to' obtain: 

eQ t:><'> iT 

Q,O . JG('<{» . \'1 ('<P, \ J 

L Sl.~ f = M rf + iT J-L .-( Vl )CZif)) S't'()Vl~ SiYl'll~ J.~ . 
Ybl 0 

(32) , 

with 
C€ '= - t 1 } y:{ XI~X)~t+ 'o;~~ -I- key \~xId \ 
CC 

= -[1 _'\yl1}X_y.Jcot~,5t -tK(x-Y ,I 
()' I \. II 'I ~\ 1\ Iz!~ 

Equation (32) can be solv~d exactly. Following 

integrating the last term of (32) by parts and 

'5ihl'"\..(::::: 1. TSin~(osr\+ dr 
Le:win L 3 J we can, by 
employing the identity 

r 11') (0<"1 - cos~ 
cast (32) in the following form: 

~o 1/ \1'r (df(~\ ' 
Ce'~il')(j; _ M dEl~) + ' ~' Tf lSI,",~ dIY' 

I - dcf } Ii Q «()st - cos'f 

Let us substitute 

then (33) becomes 

Cos + >( 

CQs~~y 
Q 0 

Sl'hP (y) 

( ():: D ~ '2 .. ,) ~ I \ I 

(33 ) 



r,2,0 
while r 

12 

is subject to the condition 
-+, 

)TCy)dy =0 from the condition £Crr)",t(o)=Q 
,-I 

(35) 

-From (21) and (27) we derive with this substitutions: 

}(\~XI~) ~ ~~T~y)dy 
j (:\-\,,) = ir~ TCy)d y (36) 

-I 

It is demonstrated by Lewin that (34) is satisfied by a function 

I , ZII-L IZ 
~ 

(I) I 
'I.' 

I 
-i 

I 

1=1 e,o _ A"I:,i:>(\ - X\f(1 "'5) 
- (X) - I -t X J -t 1_ X 

(37) 

(38) 

We expect an equiva nt network with 

as yet unknown interface-reactances X 

as shown in fig. 5~ 
In case of even excitation the impedance 

seen from the left is 
(, ,J 'lY,(t)+4 y,(z)t 
~\I - Z\~ + 2. L,2, = ----J--'.+'--'--'--lI-(J.:.-

or : p< + /(y(~,.L (z~ 
I ,"0. 

, }X 
~(X'l t+ \.J - ~ + ~ X YI(~){~~ ~(l ( 39) 



zt .. 
( r) 

Y ,JX 
I ~ 

(a) 

Y :X , J 

I... t 

13 

.. , 

In case of odd excitation we 

have for the impedance seen 

from the left: 

z\\ 

Comparing (39) and (40) with (38) we see immediately that we can 
wri te for the interface-reactance 

2. 

1 (1 IT ) 
K 1- ~2( I-<tM) 

K-"'1 

(40) 

(41 ) 

which is exactly the expression Lewin found for the free interf~ce

reactance. 

b. Accountins for interaction of the first two higher-order-modes. 

The rigorous equation (29) can be put in the form (32) plus a 

correction.summation~ 

In fact we write 

where 

in which 

ep ...I 
C sin't' (42) 

(43) 
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are factors ,which measure the departure of the higher-order-mode 

propaga tion/a ttenuati on-co~fficitfnts from their q uasi-Gta tic 

approximation ~ (n~ '2 ') • This quasi-static approximation is 
, 1\ 

least sufficient for the smallest n, i.e. n ::: 2. The approximation 
u) ro 

may be much worse f@r 16n than for ~~ and, in fact, it is possible 
for ¥!) to be imaginary, representing power flov; in the second-order 

mode in the ferrite. 

We retain in S the·n ::: 2 and n = 3 terms only, thus accounting for 

interaction wah the first two higher-order-modes. 

With the substitution_ 

If we define constants: . 
+1 (> 

ce:b~'" ~ _, ~ ~I< ~~o )(2l~ 1)1(~) dx 

C
('0(i/,Q- - 2\< (0-

1
(+1 ~ )T:~IO d 

l' - J 1f l:. ~ J (4x - -:,X r (x) x 
-\ 

we. can write (42) after substitution of (44) in the form: 
+! . 

-'lOS- eo -e,o eo ~1{(T(i) 
L'~ 1+lS'y -+ ~(L;l-I)}=]V(F(Y)+.;- J--;;::ydx 

-\ 

(45) 

(46) 

So Gur task is to find a solution to this integral-equation, again sub-

ject to the condition (35): 

For the ti~e being we omit the superscripts e,O in (46). 
With a view to (37) we guess that a solution Fex) will be of the form 

V(X)=cX\\~~{(Y +'QXl.+~~ T ~Ex) (47) 

and p> are constants to be determined. 
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After substituting (47) into (46) we change the variable putting 
I-X - ;z. 
I+x' 

After writing 10""" Y for short the integral in the right hand 
member of (46) can be ~ritten: 

I ~ ~ f ~~~) ctx ~ ~ (~ ) 7r(~ +y_z)d:Z + Y )Zfc:::tc~z +y_z,dZ + 
-\ { (} «l 0 0:} t 

+-~ ) lJ(~~)C~,- -+~_0dz + Z-p ~ ~y ( ~ + ~_7.)J'Z. 
Q 0 

Writing out the integrands TIe arrive at integrals of the types 

a. 

b. 

c. 

The second of 

We have 

(48) 

while a recurrence-formula can be derived 

(49) 

With the help of the well-known intE'gra Is 
00 

(~dz ;:= rrcot f>TT 
) l-+Z 

() 

derive the results 

and f-~Jz. 
l-z 

o (-I < f.((~) < 0) 
we can .,., 

(.z:J>(_' 4- _I_)clz.. ;;;:;: _Tl_ (y~o~P1T -I) j In y~z. 'Si'1f'1T \ 

cO I r. ..... f zr (~ -+ y_z)cl Z. ::: y n Col fIT 

The integrals (48), (49), (50) and (51) all have a domain of 

convergence, which include 0 -< 'RCI») < 1 

(50) 

(51) 

After extensivE- analysis we find the following expreSSion for the 

integral in (46): 

From (46) we see; 
-+ I . 

\T(X) dx_ 
J Y:-y 
-I 

(52) 

lTM T 
- -. -rCy) 

JK (53) 
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Comparing (52) with (53) we find: 
'K t~ 7n = - ~M 

. C 
IX - J-K Sir) fiT 

'(~~~ 

tt ::=h+Bi1 
» = i + '2~':1 + (a pit _I] <% 

The constant ~ in (47) follows from the condition 
\ - ... ' 

~t(l\)c\X 0 -. 

(a) 

( b) 

(c) 

(d.) 

(e) 

( 54) 

Substituting (47) and changing the variable in the indicated manner 

it is found that after replacing y,~ and ~ by the expressions (54): 

(55) 

Now the constants in the guessed solution (47) are expressed in the 

as y~t unknown coSffici~nts D and G. 

Finally the two equations (45) allow us to express D and G in the 

parameter p and the correcti!'ln-factors 6.
2 

and !::.l • 

It is evident that the reduction of the integrals (45) involves a 

large amou~t of analysis, straightforvlard but tedious. We shall not 

repeat it here. Suffice it to say that after Eubstituting (47) in (45) 
using the results (54) and (55) we ultimately arrive at two equations 

in D and G, from 
2 

and 6.3, : 
which we find, neglecting 

1 = 'bAJ~?(I-~)(P-~)] 
\ + 166.z."?1(J-rJ

2 

~ =: -~, 113,"P (1_~)(?_'i)2. 

terms with products ~ ~ 
'2 3 

(56) 

Neglecting terms with productu A,A~phySically means that we only consider 

the direct coupling of the fundamental mode- with the higher-order-

mode-transmissionlines. So we do not take into account the mutual 

coupling between the two higher-order mode-transmissionlines. 

The equivalent circuit parameters XII and X12 follow from (36) 
.e + I 

J' eX ~ x ) = ~ ( 'y T (;) d y 
II ~ \'2 TI ) 

. 0 -I 
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Substituting fro~ (47), (54), (55) and (56) there results,distinguishing 

again between the even and odd excitation-caees 

, . 
I 

.e RO 

'XII l X . = 43- CSKl ?>p(I-:-\» + 
t It. 

in which I,) 

\6( \)L\e~()r·(\-~)~9'-i) 2. _ I~( 4) t:.~,O~\\_~\?-it J . 
{-+ 'b~~.fll_~)2 3 (57) 

y _ ~ + 1. t.., (~+\V\ , 
- 2. '2iT~ \\.(-1'0) (58) 

and r!':' is given by (32): 

(58) follows directly from (54 8
) using the well-known relation 

<AKct~ X == ~} k C~ ~) 
:Finally we substitute (58) and the expressions (32). for c.e,o in (57), 
solve for XII Z X12 and find: 

\~\< 1 (59) 

(60) 

with: 

L 
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- Chapter V. Coupled-transmiElonline rspresen.tations for the 

ferrit!!-plate ip ~he. wave8uid~..:. 

It is of interest to know in what manner the dominant-mode 

transmissionline is coupled to the first highpr-order-mode

transmissionline for the ferrite-plate. This coupling takes 

place at the .interfaces. The question arises to find coupling

network~which properly represents the effect of the interface 

with respect to the interaction 

dominant mode first higher-order-mode 
in the ferri te. 

It is emphasized that though we gerierally can find expressions 

for the elements of such a coupling-network, these elements 

need not to be realizible. 

As ~ starting-point wecan use a result of Chapter IV. Neglecting ~ 
.s 

to facilitate analysis we can write for (59): 

(61) 

I\€' 
The correction-factor t.:;,. in (61) consists of tvio parts, one is 

2. 

related to the air-filled waveguide and the other to the ferrite 

filled waveguide-part. 

We have: 

Since 

and the quasi-static approximation 

(,) \ ;'2.2.) 
is in general a far better approy,imation for 02 than for D~ 

(2) Y'a even can be imaginary in a part of the range of the static magnetic 

field. 
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, then we have 

It is not simple to derive directly the shape of the interface

coupling-network from (61) and (62). However, we can presuppose 

some networkconfiguration and investigate if that configuration 
meets the requirements. 

By trial and error we found the configuration of fig. 6 as a 

possible one. Assuming even· exci tation viehave for this two-port 
network: : 

A 1 
- ::::: 

j 0< H+ )<12) 
.:::: 

z· 
l 

or: 
~~~~ + 

':\+Xll 
- Z(z) 

I 

Substituting (62) we get after rearrangir~ and introducing 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

On the other hand (61) 

(65) 

1 .l. (I L1.)2. t\ -e + <j -t U'Z, 

\ +X, 
\1 Z. 
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Comparing (64) with (65) gives three equations for the unknown X 
X and N

Z 
• 

2-

The reactance Xl can be conveniently split up in two parallel 

reactances Xp and Xs ' placed at the primary and the secundary 
side of the transform~r respectively, (fig. 7). 
We find rather simple expressions for 'X f X , Xs and N 2. 

I f 
provided L2.:; 1 • 
The results are then: 

1 (GG) 

j 

5 ;:: '-O~l'L 
2ji .. 

To verify the correctness of our thus found coupling-network 

I 

we let the plate-th~ckness "2.e ~CX) • Then the interface-interaction 

becomes zero and. the interface-equivalent-network ought to-reduce 

to the "freeltinterface-reactance given by Lewin 

X :: - \ (1 + .!.) 
K\ L: 

[3J . . 
(67) 

JE[ t7:)'5 

For l-y1X> the transformer is loaded with j X'5 
parallel to the characteristic impedance of 

.) <... jX =P-::. 1 -

.)<., s 2 C"k the ferrite-first-high~r-order-mode transmission-
G . 

1 " ,-/'1) loe, ,!.-2. 

With y2)_ ~ Z(2) can be written 
02 - fA. 2 

~ .~~ . S 
Zz = ~ i = 1 K (68) 

As d Xs::: -~ K ,the secundary side of the transformer in fact is an 
open circuit. The interface-reactance then becdmes (fig. 8) 

X;: \ + Xp =: ~ ({ + ~) + ~ ~ == - ~ (~* ~) 
And this indeed is the resul t of Lewin. 
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Chapter VI. The reflection-co~ffi_ci~nt as a fun,ction, of the static 

mae~tic field. Numerical values. 

Wi th the help of our equivalent nl':ot'Jork for the plate in the 

waveguide the reflection-co~ffici~nt R can no~ directly be derived. 

__ -i-~~IZ"~3 ~ From fjg. 9 it is seen directly that 
I i the impedance seen frcm plane A to 

z;\) I ' ZIZ I Z;I) the right is 

" 1.fI Z 7 -7 '+ ZIJl.'1-Zlz+zJ_ 
I I l . II 11. Z Z 

i'ety'ot.. plo."'-t. 1I "+ 0 i· ~ 2 2 

-t:' IA ' _ ZI! +-Z':;1 -~ rIC.. J t _ ----'-'----"'--'ll... 

Z'I+LQ 

in which we for convenience of notation have. written Zv for 2(0) 

t ' 

in fig. 9. 
The reflection-co~fficient, defined. as 1\ ::; 

New becomes with (69): 
Zi. +Z .. 

in which 

(69) 

(70) 

(72) 

(73) 
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We 'recall that: 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 

(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

lRI, Re(R) and ]l'llCR) are computed from (.71), together veith (72) to (84). 

for a ferrite for which 

Me;;:: 2'SDC Oh:;t::dt } 
for instance 

Efl :::: ~o ,'erroxcube IV-E (85) 
'It..o 

We chose t qOOCl Mhz and took the static magne:tic field H as the 

independent variable. The ,range of H, from zero up to ~ =1ziS Orstedt, 
. ~ 

is so chosen that always the fundamental mode in the ferrite can 

propagate. 

The plate-thickness· d. =: 'lL we used as a parameter. 

Distinguishing ~'= 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8 and 9 mm , a digital computer 

gave us the results shown in the diagrams on the next pages. 
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Experiments to check our theoreti.cal results are in prepari tien. 

Conclusions concerning the results are meaningful only when 

experimental data too are available. In a subsequent report the 

experimental part of the investigation will be discussed. 
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